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How do you spell cemetery in england

Examples of cemetery Indeed, this article demonstrates that the subdued uniformity of the lawn cemetery is much more eloquent than is supposed. From the Cambridge Corpus of England, I just want to point out that these health recoveries were responsible for the destruction of the vast majority of
barrow cemeteries. From Cambridge English Corpus These examples are from corpora and web sources. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the editors of the Cambridge Dictionary or Cambridge University Press or its licensors. More examples Less examples This elimination of
ancient cemeteries was not the result of a desecration and a growing economic interpretation of space by medieval man. From the Cambridge English Corpus In this case, the cemetery's lawyers almost hailed the defeat as a way to end their ' untenable legal position. The proposals include realigning the
cemetery with the geometry of the church, and creating a new public space outside the convent. From the Cambridge English Corpus Cremation Cemetery shows a similar space organization to the houses found nearby. From cambridge english corpus it is also important that we compare the contrasting
biographies of houses, cemeteries, land divisions and enclosures. From Cambridge English Corpus They include elaborate reconstructions of landscape genesis, systematic regional research, and large-scale excavations of settlements and cemeteries. From the Cambridge English Corpus Its initial
development reflected a logic to the landscapes of cemeteries that demonstrated a discreet, stoic and emotional response even to mortality. From the Cambridge Corpus Regulation in this regard it seemed to be a natural progression as local authorities extended their existing cemeteries. From cambridge
english corpus in both versions, she quotes her character asking what a group of people were doing in a cemetery late at night. From the Cambridge English Corpus I mentioned that our work was structured around two pairs of cemeteries and settlements. From the English Corpus of Cambridge is rather
the ideological landscape that is markedly present in the first votive deposits and groups of cemeteries. From Cambridge English Corpus Collocations with cemetery These are words often used in combination with the cemetery. Click a colloção to see more examples of it. In addition, near the modern
port, the remains of an ancient cemetery are visible, having recently been discovered during non-archaeological excavations. From Wikipedia This example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under a CC BY-SA license. Local cemeteryDuring a party held by several local villages, there was a
procession to the local cemetery. From the Hansard file examples are of corpora and and sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the editors of the Cambridge Dictionary or Cambridge University Press or its licensors. See all collocations with the graveyard The
site encountered an unexpected error. Please try again later. Video: show pronunciation more... Vista Usage Trends for: Every Year Last 10 Years Last 50 Years Last 100 Years Last 300 Years In Other Languages Translate Your Text to Free Source Cemetery Definition from Collins English Dictionary



New from Collins Subscribe to our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offer Sign Me World Goodness Day This Friday, November 13 is World Day of Goodness, a day of awareness launched in 1998 with the aim of encouraging benevolent acts by individuals,
organizations and countries. Read more The year of confinement It's no surprise that some of the words on Collins' Word of the Year 2020 list have one big thing in common: the pandemic. Something that changed everyone's life so profoundly – without leaving any country or continent untouched – was
bound to have a significant impact on our language. Read more What a year's coronacoatroster! In recent months, when factories, offices, restaurants and other social gathering places were closed (intermittently), people's creativity took all sorts of unexpected directions. Read more Collins English
Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all, it's free for ads, so sign up now and start using it at home or
in the classroom. Read more Word Lists We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, coins, vegetables and knots! Surprise your friends with your newfound knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest news, language insights, offers and
competitions every month. Read more Scrabble score for 'cemetery':15 / ˈsưm ưưtưr i /SEE SYNONYMS For cemeteries separate areas for or containing tombs, tombs or funeral urns, especially one that is not a cemetery; cemetery; cemetery.1375-1425; late middle English &lt;Late latin
coemētērium&lt;Greek koimēt, a place to sleep, equivalent to koimē- (koimân variant to sleep) + -tērion suffix of localecementoenamel junction, cementoma, cementsteel, cement, cement, cemeterial, cemetery, cen., cenacle, Cenaeum, Cenci, cendalDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random
House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020tomb, garden, cemetery, mortuary, ossuary, crypt, tomb, necropolis, vault, tomb, cemetery, charnel, charnel house, boot hill, memorial park, resting place, ceramic fieldthe ceramics the and the Silent Skies Act would prohibit tours of national
parks, wildlife refuges, wilderness areas, military installations, and cemeteries. The site served as a cemetery between 5,000 and 4,400 years ago. Usually, burial in a Jewish cemetery follows immediately after a Jewish funeral, individual mourners accompanying the coffin wherever the cemetery is
located. Hospitals and cemeteries struggled to keep up, and mass graves were dug to bury the dead. The pipes and drums of the NYPD Emerald Society began a idling and the procession began the journey to the cemetery. Now open a cemetery or do you make doctors work as nurses? Putin's health
care disaster? Anna Nemtsova, right? November 30, 2014| DAILY BEASTSThrowers play cricket among the raw tombstones in a cemetery that is the largest in the province. I remember very clearly the scene at the cemetery, it was very exciting. The Dishonor of Honor Killings| Sara Stewart. October 20,
2014| The DAILY BEAST And they said glenn evans will take him to the cemetery, throw him in an open grave and say he's going to kill him. But an Eskimo, in turn, can sit all day as quiet as a tombstone in a cemetery. Grenfell: Wandering Knight of the North| Fullerton WaldoWhen a motivated man
comes into a world of cemeteries, what else can be beyond the end of the journey—and the beginning of a new one? Dead Man's Planet| William MorrisonA bunch of discolored bones were lying among the debrides dug up from the cemetery by the bombings. Fanny's going to war? Pat BeauchampLasné
was among the mourners, and witnessed the burial, which took place in the cemetery of Sainte-Marguerite.Famous claimants from Perkin Warbeck to Arthur Orton| AnonymousThe nature of the cemetery of Santiago is totally different from the last two mentioned. Travel and Experiences in Argentina,
Paraguay and Chile| Henry Stephensa where the dead are buried, esp one not connected to a churchC14: from the late Latin coemētērium, from the Greek koimētērion room to sleep, from koiman to sleepCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Edition Digital © William Collins Sons
&amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYbounteousadjective | [boun-tee-uhs] SEE DEFINITION© Dictionary.com 2020, LLC Spelling Book &gt; Index of poorly written words &gt; cemetery-cemetery-cemetry A large
cemetery, especially a not in a cemetery. Funerals are held in churches, and burials are in cemeteries or public cemeteries. To her horror, she discovered that there was no official record of James' burial in the cemetery. Having looked in local cemeteries and cemeteries, I can't find any trace of jacksons.
Christians perform funeral rituals in and some groups visit special sacred areas.'' I saw the graves of Indian soldiers in the military cemeteries of de de Service in Harrogate is one of the few held on Memory Sunday in military cemeteries in Britain. I can remind both children and parents that cemeteries
and cemeteries are not playgrounds. Some ask to be buried anonymously in a Zurich cemetery and some have their bodies repatriated for burial. My wife and I sat in the churchyard looking at the magnificent views of the small cemetery in the back. It was never a formal or tidy place, the opposite of our
municipal cemeteries and more like a tousled cemetery.'' The Home Office has launched a review of the funeral law because there is a shortage of space in cemeteries across Britain. As a result, councils, such as the funeral authority, must keep cemeteries safe.'' The cost of maintaining parish
cemeteries is available at the church doors.'' The management and development of public cemeteries should not depend solely on cemetery fees.'' Thanks was extended to everyone who worked so hard to keep the cemetery to such a high standard. We had experienced a very early summer and I
remember the girls at work used to go to lunch at the cemetery. She said there was vandalism and regular drug trafficking in the cemetery. Both his parents are dead now and I'm really the only one left, and I keep an eye on the cemetery. Hugh Goudge, director of the cemetery, said they were aware of
the theft problem. Two years ago, the cemetery suffered a wave of attacks by vandals and several tombs were damaged.'cemetery, cemetery, cemetery, cemetery, cemetery, burial site, burial site, burial site, memory gardenSee the middle English through the late Latin of the Greek koimētērion 'dormitory',
of koiman 'placed to sleep'. Sleep.
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